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To my wife and children

Tsvia, Sarel, Danielle and Moaur!

For serving as my overflowing wellspring of sensitivity,

Teaching me what attentiveness really means,

Helping me to know myself better,

And being there for me as an endless source of inspiration…



D udu Aiber is a retired Captain from the Israeli 
Navy. 

Throughout his service he held a great variety of 

positions mostly engaged with operational and 

wide-scale educational assignments. He began by 

commanding quite a range of different sea fighting 

crafts, went on leading sundry combat units and 

finally headed two bases, the last, being the Naval Training Camp. 

Aiber holds a BSc in Mechanical Engineering, specializing in Shipbuilding, 

and has a Diploma in Senior Management, Economics and International 

Relations studies.

Over the long course of his assorted occupations in the military, in 

civilian frameworks and in academic societies – he functioned, inter 

alia, as CEO of evolutionary enterprises, research centers and Israeli and 

foreign firms. These entities, directed by him, were of diverse character 

and content, multi-disciplinarian, wealthy – some at the very apex of 

advanced scientific fields. 



During his extensive range of jobs, he led and dealt with many technological 
processes; built up and steered human-resource mechanisms; outlined 
financial strategies and delineated business plans; launched and ran 
marketing arrays; guided and supervised data and information monitoring 
teams; set up and regulated quality assurance and control systems; and 
oversaw and handled combined technical-logistical support bodies. 

Throughout his career, he adopted and adapted innovative organizational 
cultures and administrating techniques, while maintaining working 
relations and reciprocal ties with the state and formal institutions of 
the highest caliber in Israel, and abroad.
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Author’s Notes

How ironic it is when the price of poor leadership and its injustices 
is paid precisely by those who are led by it…

The Author, August 1974

Just as the tongue keeps touching a loose and painful tooth, 
arousing, over and again, with an unexplained persistence, the 
agonies of the inflicted part, so did my mind return stubbornly to 
the burning questions which have been gnawing on and tormenting 
me tremendously in the last few years: which is the way to assemble, 
give shape and put on paper a collection of ideas ripening in my 
mind for a long time? How could such thoughts assume form and 
content worthy of sharing with the public? What is the proper format 
in order to turn a wide-ranging world view into a doctrine, specific 
enough on the one hand, and comprehensive on the other, phrased 
in a measured, clear and easy-to-remember style? 

And exactly how – without being carried away too much, but still 
employing the aforementioned metaphor – can one condense and 
pull together all the insights, knowledge and first-hand experiences 
in his life, into a single canon presented in a sole text? Indeed, why 
do it at all and especially why now? 

Why?

Most of my days, I have toiled and been absorbed in a search, reflecting 
on the right paths on which to tread securely. Whenever I found one 
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of those, choosing to follow it, I dedicated myself with all my heart 

to its conquest, not only for my own sake, but for my fellow men too. 

For many years I have been employed in jobs requiring me, one way 

or another, to make decisions whose outcomes determined, to a large 

extent, my as well as other peoples’ fates. In making these choices, I 

have weighed, among other considerations, a reciprocity with those 

surrounding me; I have found that working with people impacted 

considerably on my attitudes and views concerning my own conduct, 

since no man is an island: one’s deeds and work do not occur in a 

void, but affect his environment. Moreover, a human being is molded 

by his (or her…!) community: he is rooted in it, studies those with 

whom he socializes and links to; he picks up from their expressions 

and gestures which he internalizes, mimics, and reacts to; he adapts 

the norms set by others and sometimes he learns from their mistakes 

to his own advantage. 

Therefore, it is clear that an individual’s behavior and conduct are 

influenced, first and foremost, by those with whom he comes into 

contact, and by the power of these relationships; this understanding 

is actually the key to the thesis underlying this book. 

The lion’s share of my life so far, I have been involved with working 

with people: attaching myself to and toiling for them, integrating 

them into teams, managing and leading them to different goals. 

It all started in my early childhood. From the moment I became 

aware of my surroundings, through my youth, I took an active part in 

my neighborhood’s liveliness. Playing team sports in the alleys during 

my teen years – the summit of our daily routine – it was always clear 

that the general benefit surpassed any personal gain. In school-life 

dynamics, including the complexities and problems of growing up, 

my involvement in all these fields of activity gave rise to natural 

leadership – to its positive as well as its negative aspects. 

Since then, I have been aware of the robustness of human 
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partnership. I absorbed, subconsciously as it were, concepts such 

as laying groundwork, taking control, planning and leading. Then 

I encountered these in their popular guise – in street dialect – but 

only later did I learn to understand them in a real-life context. I 

encountered a vulgar language consisting of terms such as: a bunch 

of guys, a buddy, a fixer, dilettantism, shoddy work, moonlighting, 

brouhaha, combination, scheming, prevarication, confrontation, 

cover-up, bad-luck etcetera. 

From the secured neighborhood circle – an easy and unbounded 

environment – I sailed into a rigid military structure, where for 

decades I commanded women and men: motivating, instructing, 

directing, leading vigorously, supervising and preserving. The military 

(especially the Navy…) gave me many opportunities to deal with large 

and cumbersome organizations as well as small, sophisticated and 

high-tech rich societies; in and out of uniform. These were in Israel 

and abroad; some overflowing with resources, others thrifty and 

constrained; each one was different and unique, in character as well 

as personnel. I did all of this for a long time and at high intensity. 

Through these varied experiences, I learned that the common 

assumption regarding the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), that it 

was founded and built on command and nothing else, is patently 

groundless. And that is because, in truth, the IDF is the main human 

and technological melting pot of the State of Israel— frequently 

reviewed, covered by the press, fluent, logical and analytical; an 

investigating, analyzing, deducing, and producing milieu, striving 

constantly to improve professionally, substantively and morally. 

Such a lineup cannot function without genuine management – and 

its ability to advance, even a single tiny step, by commands only, 

is doubtful. In our era, being a leader requires more than being an 

outstanding general; a true one, supposedly versed in the economy, 

public relations and marketing; he (or she…!) has to be a real wizard 
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of human resources, a diplomat and even a psychologist. However, 

I do agree that a natural-born excellent commander can do without 

outstandingly positive managerial qualities, and vice versa. 

I owe a lot to this chapter of my life, since I had the opportunity 

to participate in quite a few workshops and studies dealing with 

leadership and conduct; I had the occasion to examine thousands of 

soldiers and civilians, and to study at close proximity the human soul 

and its behavior in times of peace and (for the most part…) under the 

threats and dangers of war. I was graced, fortunately, with the chance 

to learn the secrets of the human soul and its intricacy – perhaps better 

that I might have learnt in any illustrious academic institute, since 

I was fortunate to adopt and assimilate some of the most advanced 

cultures and methods of organization in existence. To this Golden Age 

of my life, I attribute an overwhelming influence on my intellectual 

development, during it, I extracted insights which left in me – while 

dictating the nature of my innermost being – significant impressions 

of all those spiritual and scientific experiences. It was a prolonged 

test, during which one could hardly dissemble. 

Why Precisely Now?

After retiring from the service some twenty years ago, while becoming 

acquainted with the vicissitudes of civilian life, I was dumbstruck by 

the administration’s malaise and the backwardness of the authorities 

and government infrastructure. I was left astonished and was forced 

to adjust to an unfamiliar climate. I needed to fully implement those 

traits which I had acquired and inculcated in my past training – but 

exponentially, with ever-growing intensity – though my measures 

were insufficient. 

I found an atmosphere hermetically sealed against innovation, crushing 

healthy competition and encouraging exclusiveness – a monopolistic, 
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centralized wilderness of intrigues, ruled by egotistic, profit-driven 

cartels and their yes-men. The key to graft stems from the right 

connections to decision-makers, who are masters of business and 

politics as well, protecting themselves from any kind of rivalry. It was 

a bubbling cauldron of buckets of corruption, abundant in paradoxes 

and absurdities. Thus, although Israel was apparently galloping 

proudly to join the enlightened west of the third millennium, taking 

a place of pride amongst the nations who opted for free, competitive 

markets – the facts tell a different story about our little country. 

I discovered the existence of quite a few anachronistic pockets of 

power, whose raison d’être is no longer appropriate to the Zeitgeist; 

they are redolent of self-serving hedonism, representing a destructive 

attitude to the economy’s progress, arresting it from leaping forward. 

Correspondingly, the market leaders are shackled by a tradition of 

collective ownership – a remnant of an Orwellian socialism in its 

worst incarnation. These hives of might swarm with public servants, 

entrenched in their jobs as an outcome of tribal, factional favoritism 

– not thanks to qualifications compatible with their responsibilities. 

This stands contrary to any candidate for the simplest position, who 

is required to undergo “suitability, adjustment and qualification” tests 

at some fancy Recruitment and Evaluation companies. 

Additionally, our companies are still ruled by a nepotistic 

organizational culture, of family, friends, neighbors and lobbyists, filling 

their favored coffers through the guise of social justice. Moreover, our 

political culture dictates that the country’s management is entrusted 

to the diplomats of the logorrhea temple – the Parliament: elusive 

quarrel-mongers accompanied by their apprentices, all of them 

pious hypocrites; the so-called servants of the establishment, their 

contribution to their workplace and constituents is nil. The floors of 

their rooms are paved with thousands of unsolved problems, victims 

of their horrible hard-heartedness. They hold to the splendor of 

reputation as to the horns of the Altar, surviving thanks to mutual back-
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scratching and hand-washing – refusing to obey the norm customary 

in any proper democracy: “He who fails shall not prevail…”. Those who 

grovel and creep up to the media, as to a stage for fraudulent shows, 

awash with cheap demagoguery, slander, pharisaism, misinformation 

and lies, in order to gain political capital – toadying to journalists 

for a sympathetic headline; zigzagging farcically in their stances like 

clowns on slack ropes. These are individuals whose vision and ideals 

reach as far as the next news broadcast, and their daily schedule is 

adapted to TV programming – true exhibitions of cynicism and 

exploitation, lined with pathetic worthlessness at its worst. Instead 

of making their mark on the systems with which they are charged, 

they are stamping their feet in the mud surrounding them. 

As an old sage said in acrimonious irony: “For God’s sake, even a 

bordello deserves good management…”. “Even anarchy needs some 

order…”. 

At the same time I was exposed to the private sector, mainly to 

its crown jewel: the High-tech arena. It had a wide scope of huge 

creativity and vision – but was afflicted with outrageous employment 

terms, wild self-enrichment dreams and a bizarre, even ridiculous, 

work morality. This field was in desperate need of a revolutionary 

change of its operating system – which was indefinitely delayed, by 

the way, so as not to shake the ground under everybody’s feet – since 

it was a far cry from the old, right and good management rules. And 

the rest of the sector is mostly comprised of private enterprises, run 

tyrannically by their masters, who on the whole owe their positions 

to their consanguinity only (in disregard of the fact that it doesn’t 

matter who the parents are – but what kind of people their children 

are…), with the price of oligarchy being paid by the business and its 

personnel. 

This is where I first encountered a meaning unknown to me of the 

term “leadership.” I saw degenerate organizations, suffering from 


